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ABSTRACT 

We demonstrate in this work that the indirect nanoplasmonic sensing lets us to follow the 

adsorption/desorption of water molecules on soot particles that are a major contributor of the global 

warming. Increasing the relative humidity of the surrounding medium we measure a shift in 

wavelength of the localized surface plasmon resonance response of gold nanodisks on which soot 

particles are deposited. We show a singular and reversible blue-shift with hydrophilic aircraft soot 

particles interpreted from a basic model as a reversible morphological change of the soot 

aggregates. This new method is highly sensitive and interesting to follow the change of optical 

properties of aerosols during their aging in the atmosphere where they can adsorb and react with 

different gas molecules. 
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Advancements in nanotechnologies allow the interaction between different scientific fields 

particularly in the development of chemical1,2 and biological nanosensors3,4 based on the 

extraordinary optical properties of noble metal nanoparticles. Nanosensors based on surface 

plasmon resonance (SPR) and localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) are sensitive to small 

local changes in refractive index at the surface of metal nanoparticles during the 

adsorption/desorption of molecules. These changes induce a shift in the wavelength of the LSPR 

response.2,5 Variations of the reflectivity as a function of the incidence angle for SPR and the LSPR 

peak extinction are linked to the same physical phenomena: the collective oscillation of electrons in 

the metal. The minimum of reflection corresponds to a maximum of absorption. The response of 

LSPR and SPR nanosensors follows a simple model described by the group of Campbell6: 

 

Δλ = m (n2-n1) [1 - exp(
dl

d2
)].    (1) 

 

where Δλ is the wavelength shift, m is the sensitivity of the refractive index (RI), n2 and n1 are the 

RIs of different surrounding media, d is the effective thickness of the adsorbed layer and ld is the 

characteristic decay length of the evanescent electromagnetic field. This decay length depends on 

the size, shape and composition of the nanoparticles. For SPR sensors this length ld is about 200-

300 nm7 and their refractive index sensitivity is m = 2 × 106 nm / RIU (Refractive Index Units).6 

For LSPR sensors the refractive index sensitivity is lower (m  2 × 102 nm / RIU), this is 

compensated by a smaller value of the decay length ld of 5-40 nm.2,7,8,9,10,11 LSPR sensors do not 

require temperature control with respect to the SPR sensors that have a high refractive index 

sensitivity ( strong dependence of the ambient temperature). In addition there are neither 

particular angular nor polarization conditions for LSPR sensors. Moreover, they do not require to 

use a prism or waveguide. Measurements can be performed with a simple UV-visible spectrometer 

in the transmission mode. 
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In this work our aim is to study the reactivity of water with soot nanoparticles deposited on gold 

nanodisks acting individually as nanodetectors. Soot aerosols affect the Earth’s energy balance by 

absorbing solar radiation, influence cloud processes, and alter the melting of snow and ice cover.12-

14 Because the black carbon in soot aerosols dominates the absorption of visible solar radiation, soot 

aerosols are the second most important contributor of global warming after carbon dioxide in terms 

of direct forcing in the present-day atmosphere.15 Moreover, the comparison between field and 

remote sensing observations with many climate simulation models indicates that the atmospheric 

absorption attributable to soot aerosols is too low in many climate models studies; these differences 

have not been extensively examined and they are not well-understood.16 This significant 

undervaluation is linked to the lack of knowledge about the optical properties of soot aerosols that 

depend strongly on their morphology.17,18 The hygroscopicity of soot aerosols critically influences 

also their optical properties.19-21 Taking into account the lack of reliable information on the effect of 

atmospheric water on the optical properties of soot aerosols and the critical importance of aerosols 

during radiative forcing assessments, this study aims to follow the interaction of water vapor with 

soot particles using a LSPR sensor. 

 

To study the system water/soot/Au nanodisks it is necessary to deposit an insulating layer (SiO2) on 

gold nanodisks. Indeed Larsson et al.10 have shown that this layer protects and increases the 

stability of the detection nanostructure (gold nanodisks) at high temperature and it suppresses the 

interaction (mainly electronic interactions) between the studied nanoparticles and the gold 

nanodisks. The extinction spectra corresponding to LSPR responses of bare gold nanodisks and 

gold nanodisks covered by the SiO2 layer are shown in figure S1, we clearly see a red-shift of 29 

nm due to the SiO2 layer deposition. 

Soot nanoparticles can react with water vapor molecules that change the dielectric properties at the 

surface of the soot nanoparticle and generate a displacement of the LSPR wavelength of the 
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underlying gold nanodetector. This is called an indirect LSPR phenomenon (or indirect 

nanoplasmonic sensing: INPS). 

Before any study of the reactivity of soot nanoparticles with water molecules it was necessary to 

measure the effect of the adsorption of H2O on the bare gold nanodisks (covered by the SiO2 layer), 

in order to have a blank measurement. Before the introduction of water vapor, the UHV reactor was 

pumped until a pressure P < 10-4 Pa (10-6 mbar). Relative humidity (RH in %) in the UHV reactor is 

defined as the ratio of the water vapor partial pressure to the saturated water vapor pressure at a 

given temperature. Figure 1 shows the evolution of the wavelength shift  of the LSPR response 

peak maximum vs RH inside the reactor at room temperature. 

The shift  is almost linear vs the relative humidity. At saturation (i.e. RH = 100%) we measure a 

shift max = 2.4 nm. From three similar experiments (table S1) we determine an average value of 

<max> = 2.2 nm ± 0.2 nm. This shift corresponds to an average thickness of the water layer of 

<d> = 0.67 nm ± 0.06 nm (= 2.2 ML ± 0.2 ML of liquid water assuming 0.3 nm per ML). This 

value is smaller than the value reported by Arima et al.22 (d  1 nm), it can be explained by the fact 

that in the present study the SiO2 layer is obtained by RF magnetron sputtering and contains less 

OH active sites on the surface therefore it is less hydrophilic. 
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Figure 1: Evolution of the shift  of the LSPR response vs the relative humidity inside the reactor 
at room temperature during the adsorption of water vapor on the gold nanodisks covered by a SiO2 
layer. Black dots are obtained during the adsorption, red dots are obtained during the desorption. 
Error bars are indicated. 
 
A striking conclusion is that this technique is highly sensitive to follow the adsorption of water 

molecules on SiO2, indeed the accuracy of the wavelength measurement in the LSPR response is 

0.04 nm corresponding to the detection of about 2/100 of water monolayer ! This value of 0.04 nm 

results from the fitting procedure of the extinction spectrum of fig. S1 (with the SiO2 layer), it 

corresponds to the error bar on fig. 1. 

We observe a good reversibility between the adsorption and desorption curves (figure 1), thus we 

expect mostly physisorption and no chemisorption of water molecules onto the SiO2 layer.  

One can notice that for this calculation we assume a sensitivity of the refractive index m = 200 nm / 

RIU and a decay length of the evanescent electromagnetic field ld = 40 nm. These two values are 

consistent with the values given in the literature for similar gold nanodisks.8-11 Finally, the variation 

of the refractive index induced by the adsorbate is n2-n1 = n (H2Oliq) - n (vacuum) = 1.3330 - 1 = 

0.3330. Indeed, we assume that water condenses onto the SiO2 surface as liquid water.  
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Among the large variety of soots we have characterized in the past we have chosen a sample which 

is known to be hydrophilic: aircraft engine combustor (AEC) soot. This sample is heterogeneous; 

the main fraction is composed of hemi-spherical primary particles that are essentially amorphous, 

the remaining part of the sample contains a wide variety of particle shapes containing hydrophilic 

impurities.23  

We dilute a small amount of this AEC soot (powder) in ethanol and the solution is sonicated for 20 

minutes. We make a drop deposit onto the SiO2 layer covering the gold nanodisks. The extinction 

spectra corresponding to LSPR responses of hydrophilic soot particles deposited on the gold 

nanodisks (covered by the SiO2 layer) at RH = 0 % and RH = 67 % (max) are shown in figure S2. 

From the fitting procedure of the extinction spectra (figure S2) we determine the accuracy of the 

wavelength measurement. We find here a higher value (0.08 nm = error bar in fig.2) due to a lower 

S/N ratio of the LSPR response when we deposit soot particles on the gold nanodisks (+ the SiO2 

layer). 
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Figure 2: Evolution of the shift  of the LSPR response vs the relative humidity inside the reactor 
at room temperature during the adsorption of water vapor on soot particles deposited on gold 
nanodisks covered by a SiO2 layer. Black dots are obtained during the adsorption, red dots are 
obtained during the desorption. Error bars are indicated. 
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We observe a peculiar behavior (figure 2) of the evolution of the shift  (vs the reactor RH) 

compared to that of the blank sample (figure 1). The shift gradually increases until RH = 67 % 

(max = 1.3 nm) and then decreases continuously until RH = 91% ( = 0.2 nm). At saturation 

conditions, i.e. RH = 100 %, the shift  drops sharply and becomes negative (blue-shift)  = - 2.6 

nm (fig. 2). After 15 min at saturation the shift continues to decrease to  = - 3.7 nm (fig. 2). The 

changes in the slope of  at RH = 67 % and RH = 91% indicate that the optical properties of soot 

particles are modified. Finally, the adsorption and desorption curves are quasi-reversible (figure 2), 

we can observe a small hysteresis during the desorption phase at RH < 70 %. Perhaps some water 

molecules do not desorb completely from the soot particles. 

 

It is impossible to explain this blue-shift with the equation (1), we should suppose that there is a 

modification of the optical properties of soot during water adsorption. In fact hydrophilic soot 

aggregates collapse into more dense structures during the increase of relative humidity up to 

saturation. Mikhailov et al.21 have indeed shown that at RH = 100 % soot aggregates are more 

compact (i.e. a higher mass fractal dimension Df) and have smaller gyration radius. This 

phenomenon is due to capillary forces applied by water molecules adsorbed on surfaces of soot 

primary particles. AEC soot contains a high fraction of organic carbon compounds and adsorbs a 

large amount of water molecules on the surface of carbon particles.23 Moreover when the mass 

fractal dimension Df of soot aggregates increases, their refractive index increases also (both the real 

part n and the imaginary part k) as it has been shown by Maugendre et al.24 In order to support this 

explanation we make theoretical simulations.  

We assume that the thickness of our soot aggregates is about h = 100 nm at dry conditions, this is 

supported by AFM measurements showing thicknesses of soot aggregates (figure S3). We make the 

hypothesis that during water adsorption this thickness h decreases (aggregate collapsing), so we 

took h = 100, 90 and 80 nm. Moreover we use realistic values of the refractive index for soot 

particles25: 1.8, 1.9 and 2.0. These 3 values correspond to different compactness of soot 
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aggregates.24,25 To validate our model (see section: computational method) we ensured that our 

calculations on gold thin film adsorbed on glass were in good agreement with experimental and 

theoretical results.26-29 Figure 3 shows the different curves of absorbance of the multilayers system 

soot/SiO2/Au/glass calculated for the 3 different soot aggregate thicknesses and refractive indexes. 

Furthermore, the simulation shows that the blue-shift of the absorbance peak depends of the soot 

layer thickness. The blue-shifts values are 3 and 4 nm for thicknesses h going from 90 to 80 nm and 

from 100 to 90 nm, respectively. This is consistent with the blue-shift measured at saturation in fig. 

2 ( = - 3.7 nm). So we can suppose that at water vapor saturation our soot aggregates collapse at 

least by 10 nm (i.e. 10 % of their original thicknesses).  
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Figure 3: Absorbance of the thin multilayers system as a function of the incident wavelength: for h1 
= 80 nm, n1 = 2: solid line; h1 = 90 nm, n1 =1.9: dash line; h1 = 100 nm, n1 =1.8: dot line and k1 

=0.75 for the three thicknesses. Maxima are indicated in the inset by vertical lines. 
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Then when water molecules desorb, the soot aggregates retrieve their initial morphologies, we have 

shown indeed that the adsorption and desorption curves are quasi-reversible (figure 2). Moreover 

this phenomenon is also observed on a second adsorption/desorption cycle on the same soot sample. 

 

For comparison we have also measured the LSPR response for hydrophobic soot particles23. As 

expected, they do not exhibit a behavior similar to hydrophilic soots we showed previously. We 

observe an increase of  vs RH up to 2 nm and no blue-shift even at saturation conditions (figure 

4). This result corroborates the fact that hydrophobic soot does not show any structural or 

morphological change going from dry to saturated conditions.21 
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Figure 4: Evolution of the shift  of the LSPR response vs the relative humidity inside the reactor 
at room temperature during the adsorption of water vapor on hydrophobic soot particles deposited 
on gold nanodisks covered by a SiO2 layer. Black dots are obtained during the adsorption, red dots 
are obtained during the desorption. Error bars are indicated. 
 
We have shown the evolution of the shift  of the LSPR response versus RH depends strongly on 

the soot hygroscopic character. For hydrophilic soot particles we observe a blue-shift of the LSPR 

response due to morphological changes that can modify the radiative properties of the soot particles 
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and then affect their role on the global climate forcing. Our method can be more generally applied 

for the study of the reactivity and aging of fossil fuel combustion particles in the atmosphere; a 

major concern for the atmospheric community.30 Indeed during atmospheric processing the 

morphology, the chemical composition, the hygroscopicity of soot aerosols can change and modify 

their optical properties and the radiative forcing.31 Finally this laboratory technique is also 

complementary to remote sensing LIDAR observations that are useful to analyze the microphysical 

and optical properties of aerosols in the atmosphere.32  

 

We have shown for the first time that the indirect nanoplasmonic sensing (INPS) allows to follow 

with a high sensitivity the adsorption/desorption of water molecules on soot by following the shift 

 of the LSPR response of gold nanodisks on which soot particles are deposited. With hydrophilic 

aircraft soot particles we have measured a singular and reversible blue-shift interpreted with a basic 

model as an aggregate morphological change. In parallel to these INPS experiments other 

techniques will be necessary to well understand the water interaction on this type of soot which is 

known to be highly hydrophilic. We intend also to measure in the near future by environmental 

transmission electron microscopy (ETEM) the evolution of the morphology and the microstructure 

of aircraft soot particles during water adsorption. 

 

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

Gold nanodisks are fabricated by EBL (electron beam lithography), they are deposited onto a 

borosilicate glass window via a “lift-off process”. The glass window presents a nanostructured 

surface of 720 x 720 μm2 with gold nanodisks having a center-to-center distance <dc-c> = 297.9 ± 

1.2 nm, an average height of <h> = 24.4 ± 0.1 nm, and an in-plane diameter of ~100 nm (the in-

plane absolute uncertainty is not accurate by AFM measurements). The EBL technique allows a 

precise control of the shape, the size and the distance between the gold nanodisks (figure S4). 
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Lastly, we have deposited on gold nanodisks by RF magnetron sputtering a SiO2 layer of about 10 

nm.  

To measure the LSPR response we used an experimental device wherein the sample holder (glass 

borosilicate window) fits into an UHV reactor consisting of an UHV stainless steel cube (CF DN 

40) with two glass windows. The sample is illuminated by an optical fiber (Avantes, IR200-FC-2) 

connected to a tungsten halogen source (Avantes, AvaLight-HAL-S). The fiber is mounted on a 

collimating lens (Avantes, COL-UV/VIS ) allowing the sample to have a coherent beam of parallel 

light. The signal transmitted by the sample is collected by a second fiber mounted on the second 

collimator lens (Avantes, COL-UV/VIS). It is collected and analyzed in the 360-900 nm spectral 

range by a UV-VIS spectrometer (CCD detector, Avantes Avaspec-ULS3648 USB2) which is 

monitored by the Avantes “Avasoft-Full” software. 

 

COMPUTATIONAL METHOD 

In order to model our result, we have briefly studied the propagation of electromagnetic waves in a 

stratified medium that contains dielectric and absorbing elements. We have developed a general 

numerical model for computation reflectance, transmittance and absorbance of multilayer thin film 

systems, based on the analytical equations given by Born and Wolf33. The value of the layer system 

reflection and transmission coefficients follows the Fresnel’s equations for transverse-electric 

polarized light. We have supposed that the multilayer thin film system is situated between two 

infinite dielectric media. Indeed, for the multilayer system there are several ways to obtain an 

expression for radiative properties such as reflectance and transmittance. We here have used the 

transfer matrix method that can be easily extended to multilayers, to investigate the optical 

characteristics with each layer thickness lower than the wavelength of the incident light.  

The proposed multilayers consists in a succession of homogenous layers noted by subscripts 1, 2, 

and 3 so that: layer 1 is soot, layer 2 is silicon dioxide, and layer 3 is made of gold on a transparent 

glass substrate (layer 4). The layer thickness and the complex refractive index of the j-th layer (j =1, 
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2, 3) is given by hj and ñj = nj+ikj, respectively. nj and kj represent the real part of the refractive 

index and the extinction coefficient of the j medium forming the thin-film system. The refractive 

index of SiO2 (n2) and glass substrate (n4) are not complex and n2 =1.471 and n4 = 1.514 constant 

values were considered.34 

In this work, the transfer matrix method33 is used in our simulation, so that the interference matrix 

of the j-th layer can be expressed by: 

 

Mj = 
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cossin

sincos
    (2) 

where, βj and pj are defined as (2π/λ)nj hj cos(θj) and nj cos(θj), respectively. θ0 denotes the incident 

angle in air (refractive index n = 1) and the complex angles are determined by Snell’s law: sin(θ0)= 

ñj sin(θj), j =1,2,3 . Finally, the multilayers system matrix M is given by: 

 

M = M1 M2 M3       (3) 

 

 This method is well suitable when dealing with multilayers. From the preceding matrix, we 

obtain the reflection and transmittance coefficients r and t through the films, denoted as Fresnel’s 

equation in the matrix representation as follows: 
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where p0 = n0 = 1. For our simulation we have used the normal incidence θ0 = 0. 
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Then, the total reflectance R and transmittance T can be obtained as: 

 

2
rR         (6) 

2

0

4 t
p

p
T         (7) 

 

and the wavelength dependence of the refractive index and the extinction coefficient for gold thin 

film are given by Gao et al.35 Then, we can get the value of absorbance calculated for different 

thickness (h) and refractive index (n) of the soot layer. 
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